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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY — Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies provide an attractive and exciting alternative form of currency,
as they provide the convenience of credit cards, the usability of cash, the security of a bank vault, and retain their values like gold,
without the associated high fees and cumbersomeness. They further enable futuristic services such as paying for groceries as they
are being collected or picking up a rented umbrella for a minute’s walk without ever standing in line. Cryptocurrencies can enable
these services without pre-payment or pre-registration and more crucially, without placing trust in the providers of these services.
Such features are currently unfeasible due to payment processing fees which makes such micro-transactions uneconomical.

To be truly useful for ordinary men and women all around the world, cryptocurrencies must scale the number of transactions
they can process by a factor of x1, 000, from 3–5 transactions per second (Bitcoin and Ethereum) to thousands of transactions per
second. In fact, hundreds of transactions per second will be required only to enable U.S. cars to pay for gas on a bi-monthly basis,
or alternatively, to process the cups of coffee purchased at Starbucks. To allow machine-to-machine micro-transactions, and realize
their potential in earnest, cryptocurrencies must scale much further.

The limiting factor of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies is their network. Specifically, they employ a trustless P2P network
model to propagate transactions and blocks, which does not scale as the volume of transactions increases, a fact research has shown
time and again. Indeed, if blocks and transactions were to be instantly propagated, immense blocks could have been mined at a
rapid pace, until the limitation of designated processing units and flash storage arrays was reached.

To overcome this limitation, and to allow all cryptocurrencies to scale to thousands of on-chain transactions per second today, we
propose bloXroute, a provably neutral transport layer which runs underneath cryptocurrencies. bloXroute allows to safely increase
the block size and to cut down the time interval between blocks, without increasing the risk of forks, and provides real-time support
for immediate transactions with zero-confirmation (0-conf). The use of bloXroute requires no consensus, nor a protocol change,
beyond adjusting system parameters. It is compatible with any off-chain scaling solutions, complementary to the native consensus
protocol used, and can be gradually deployed by any node wishing to receive blocks at a higher rate. With the networking bottleneck
removed, each cryptocurrency community is free to adjust its protocol to best leverage this newfound capacity, in order to increase
its real-world impact and value.

Scaling cryptocurrencies by a factor of x1, 000 and more benefits the entire ecosystem: as an example, reducing user fees by
a factor of x100, increasing the total fees collected by miners by a factor of x10, and awarding bloXroute a payment for the
transactions it enables to maintain its sustainability. Note that the payments to bloXroute are utterly voluntary, yet they incentivize
miners to require a significantly smaller fee. bloXroute is thus designed as a Win-Win-Win scenario, benefiting users, miners, and
the bloXroute system alike, with 99.9% of the value created being captured by the users and the miners.

To support the development of this network, bloXroute launches its own capped-supply ERC20 token – BLXR, which supports
bloXroute’s goal: promoting the success of all cryptocurrencies, rather than competing with them. To do so, 50% of the funds
received by bloXroute are immediately directed to a newly created pooled account, the BLXR-reserve, which is owned by all BLXR
holders. At any time, a BLXR holder can exchange its BLXR holdings for its proportional share of the BLXR-reserve, which consists
of heterogeneous cryptocurrencies. Note that the sum received in exchange for BLXR can only grow over time, never diminish. The
flow of funds to the BLXR-reserve ties the value of BLXR to the success and value of all other cryptocurrencies, and the scalability
they achieve via bloXroute. In this fashion, BLXR aligns the incentives of the entire ecosystem: bloXroute, cryptocurrencies, users,
miners, and investors.

Index Terms—Blockchain, net neutrality, peer auditing, bloXroute, BDN, broadcast, scalability, BLXR.

I. ABSTRACT

BLOCKCHAINS are decentralized systems that forgo
trusted third parties in favor of a distributed trust model

through a peer-to-peer network. While such a design brings
significant opportunities and disruptive potential in many
industries, scalability has been a key issue preventing wider
adoption. Indeed, the most prominent blockchain, Bitcoin, has
a throughput 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than Visa. The
key hypothesis of our work is that it is possible to enable
scalable blockchains through a global network infrastructure
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without placing trust in the infrastructure itself. We present
bloXroute, the first Blockchain Distribution Network (BDN),
which increases a blockchain’s on-chain throughput by more
than three orders of magnitude via an effective broadcast
primitive, without affecting a blockchain’s functionality and
the balance of power among current system participants.
Further, due to the fast underlying network, this throughput
increase can be easily realized by tweaking the block size and
block time interval. This is achieved via a provably neutral
network design as the first-order priority for bloXroute. Our
system is the first to combine a legacy peer-to-peer network
and a novel global BDN where the peer-to-peer network is
used to audit the BDN and its neutrality. bloXroute is protocol-,
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coin-, and blockchain-agnostic, capable of simultaneously sup-
porting any number of blockchains. Additionally, we introduce
BLXR, an investment vehicle which allows both investing
in bloXroute and directing bloXroute’s revenues back to the
crypto ecosystem.

II. INTRODUCTION

The blockchain and cryptocurrency revolution, initiated by
Bitcoin in 2008 [1], is thriving on the Internet; the market
capitalization of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other prominent cryp-
tocurrencies has crossed 500 billion USD. The key feature of
blockchains is the lack of a central trusted authority, instead
relying on a global peer-to-peer (P2P) network1 to validate and
certify all transactions. Given the distributed and decentralized
nature of blockchains, it is believed that such systems have
a disrupting potential in many other areas beyond finance,
including healthcare, retail, government, insurance, etc.

The major problem for blockchains is scalability, which
is fundamentally hindered by the distributed system design
and limitations of the underlying P2P network model, as we
elaborate in depth in Section III. In particular, the blockchain
system throughput is measured in terms of the number of
transactions per second (TPS) a system can support. Currently,
Bitcoin had reached its capacity with an average throughput of
2.94 TPS. For comparison, Visa’s centralized system processes
an average of 2,000 TPS, its daily peak is 4,000 TPS, and it has
the capacity to process up to 56,000 TPS. Without scalability,
cryptocurrencies and blockchains are simply incapable of
providing the functionality they promise, not only in finance
but also in other areas such as commerce, healthcare, and IoT.

In this paper, we add a protocol-agnostic networking so-
lution that solves the blockchain scalability problem without
changing the existing blockchain model and leaving the current
system design intact. We embrace a blockchain distribution
network (BDN) to enable blockchain scaling without compro-
mising the decentralization of control over transactions in a
blockchain. The key challenges are to design such a BDN to
be neutral (we explain the notion of network neutrality in this
specific context below) and auditable by the global Peer Net-
work, while retaining the existing blockchain’s functionality,
properties, and the balance of power among current system
participants.

We propose bloXroute, a scalable, neutral, and auditable
BDN. To achieve scalability, bloXroute utilizes (i) system-
wide caching that enables faster propagation and Gigabyte-
size blocks, and (ii) cut-through routing that enables swift
and efficient transmission of blocks through the network.
In essence, bloXroute implements and provides an efficient
broadcast primitive to the blockchain nodes, via a network
of Gateways, making them operate as if they are on the same
Local Area Network, while in reality they might be residing at
opposite parts of the globe. As a result, bloXroute increases the
throughput of the associated bloXroute-supported blockchains
by more than 3 orders of magnitude relative to the state-of-
the-art P2P blockchain systems, closing the gap between P2P
blockchains and traditional payment systems such as Visa.

1We interchangeably use the terms “P2P network” and “Peer Network.”

With thousands of transactions per second, bloXroute can
enable blockchains to support and automate very mundane
tasks. For example, if a blockchain records one transaction
every time a car fills its gas tank, just supporting the US
would require 400-500 transactions per second. If every vend-
ing machine supported just four purchases a day through a
blockchain, that blockchain would need to support 1000 trans-
actions per second. If every vote in the 2016 US presidential
election was recorded on a blockchain and was cast over 24
hours, that blockchain would need to support at least 1500
transactions per second. These applications were thought to
be years away, but bloXroute allows current blockchains to
scale to this level by simply adjusting its parameters.

We define bloXroute’s neutrality as follows: bloXroute prop-
agates blocks in the exact same manner for every user of
the system. In particular, bloXroute propagates blocks without
knowledge of the transactions they contain, their number, and
the “wallets” or addresses involved. Miners are free to include
arbitrary transactions in a block. Furthermore, bloXroute can-
not infer the above characteristics even when colluding with
other nodes, or by analyzing blocks’ timing and size. bloXroute
cannot favor specific nodes by providing them blocks ahead of
others, and cannot prevent any node from joining the system
and utilizing it. In short, bloXroute can only propagate all
blocks to all its Gateways fairly.

To achieve neutrality and enable its auditing, bloXroute
supports encrypted blocks, which prevent it from stopping the
block propagation based on its content or any other feature.
A block’s encryption key is only revealed after the block has
been propagated through the network. To ensure bloXroute
is not discriminating against individual nodes, Gateways do
not propagate blocks directly to bloXroute, but relay them via
peers in the P2P network to obscure a block’s origin from
bloXroute. To prevent bloXroute from blocking or stalling
blocks arriving from a particular set of nodes, nodes can
actively audit bloXroute’s service and performance by sending
test-blocks to bloXroute. Lastly, bloXroute incorporates peer-
controlled measures to sustain blockchain operations even
in the event of a complete system failure. The bloXroute
system as a whole is protocol-agnostic, capable of providing its
scaling services to numerous cryptocurrencies and blockchains
simultaneously.

Our main contributions are the following:

• We present bloXroute, the first BDN that utilizes a
global network infrastructure to scale blockchains without
affecting the decentralized control over transactions in a
blockchain.

• We define network neutrality for the first time in the
context of blockchains; we introduce the design principles
of such a neutral BDN, and outline its fairness and
counter-discriminatory properties.

• Our BDN is protocol- and network-agnostic, allowing
improvements in the underlying infrastructure to help the
cryptocurrency community as a whole rather than a select
few.

BLOXROUTE TOKEN (BLXR) is an ERC20 token that
supports bloXroute’s goal: promote the success of all cryp-
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tocurrencies. To this end, BLXR does not compete with other
cryptocurrencies. Instead, by passing 50% of all revenues re-
ceived by bloXroute (expected at the order of billions of USD,
see Section VIII-A) to the value of BLXR, the success of
BLXR becomes tied to bloXroute’s success, and to the success
of all other cryptocurrencies. BLXR thus aligns the incentives
of the entire ecosystem: bloXroute, cryptocurrencies, users,
miners, and investors.

III. BLOCKCHAIN SCALABILITY PROBLEM

Here, we introduce the blockchain scalability problem.
Readers that are not familiar with the blockchain technology
and terminology are encouraged to first read APPENDIX A,
which provides the necessary background.

A. Throughput Scalability

In Bitcoin, as in other cryptocurrencies and blockchain
systems, system throughput is measured by the number of
transactions per second (TPS) it supports. Since the Bitcoin
network produces one 1 MB block about once every 10
minutes with an average transaction size of 544 bytes [2].
The system handles an average of 1764 transactions per 10
minutes, or 2.94 TPS. In comparison, Visa performs 2000 TPS
on average, with an average daily peak of 4000 TPS, and can
support up to 56, 000 TPS. Moreover, cryptocurrencies aim
to enable machine-to-machine low fee transactions of very
small sums (mircro-payments), which are expected to require
a considerably higher throughput than Visa, MasterCard, and
PayPal combined [3].

The system throughput directly depends on 2 parameters:
the block size (B), i.e., the number of bytes which can contain
transactions in each block, and the inter-block time interval
(tB), i.e., the average time required for the system to mine
a new block. As noted above, in Bitcoin B = 1 MB and
tB = 600 seconds, which allows 2.94 TPS. To improve Bit-
coin’s throughput, it is possible to increase B to include more
transactions, and to reduce tB , so that blocks are mined at a
higher rate. However, these parameters cannot be arbitrarily
changed, as we detail below.

B. Scalability Constraints

In Bitcoin, it has been shown that a modern processor (CPU)
can support thousands of transactions per second, while disk
I/O can support hundreds of thousands of transactions per
second [4]. In contrast, the capacity of the P2P propagation
model is orders of magnitude more restricted, and is insuf-
ficient for wide real-world adoption. We conduct a detailed
analysis of the propagation model, provided in APPENDIX B.
The key insight from our analysis is that increasing the block
size (B) by a factor of X also increases the time required for
a block to propagate by the same factor X . This effect was
also empirically found in previous studies [4], [5].

Below we explain how a long propagation time causes
blockchains to unravel, and why no blockchain can scale
significantly based on the existing P2P propagation model.
We further explain how reducing the inter-block time interval

(tB) causes the exact same effect as increasing the block size
(B), i.e., they both cause blockchains to unravel if used for
significant scaling.

C. Block Propagation Time

1) Security and Usability
The most crucial effect of the block propagation time is the

possibility for transactions to be undone, i.e., removed from the
blockchain. A transaction can be undone if a fork occurs and
the block which contains it gets orphaned. Broadly speaking, a
fork occurs when a miner mines a new block on top of a pre-
vious block, rather then on top of the most recent block. Since
the blockchain incentive system incentivizes mining on top of
the most recent block, forks occur because miners have not yet
received the most recent block. The block propagation time,
i.e., the time required for a new block to propagate throughout
the system, therefore defines the opportunity window in which
forks may occur. The longer the propagation time, the higher
the probability for a fork to occur.

Consider Bitcoin’s mining, which follows the exponential
distribution with a mean of 600 seconds (tB = 600), mining a
new block every 10 minutes on average. Further consider the
time required for a block to reach 90% of the network (t90th )
to be the block propagation time. The probability for a fork
to occur therefore approximates [6]:

P (fork|tB = 600) = 1− e
−t

90th
600

Based on the above, the probability for a fork to occur is
P (fork) = 1.915% for a propagation time of t90th = 11.6
seconds, which was the average propagation time observed in
March, 2017 [7]. Due to the non-negligible probability for
a fork to occur, it is considered best practice to wait for
several blocks, e.g., 6, to be mined on top of a transaction
before deeming it secure, and wait longer times for larger
transactions. For such a transaction to be undone, a fork
must not be resolved for 6 consecutive blocks, which has a
probability of: P (6 blocks fork) = P (fork)6 ≈ 10−10.

An attempt to increase the block size (B) by a factor of 10,
which would increase system capacity to ∼ 30 TPS, would
increase the propagation time to t90th = 116 seconds. This
in turn would increase the probability for a fork to occur
to P (fork) = 17.58%, which is unacceptable for real-world
usability. More importantly, it would increase the probability
for a fork to remain unresolved for 6 blocks by a factor of
600,000, and users will have to wait for 14 blocks to be mined
to maintain the same level of confidence,

Scaling the system to ∼ 300 TPS, which is at least one
order of magnitude too small for wide real-world adoption,
would keep the blockchain at a continuous state of fork.

2) Decentralization
Block propagation time also affects the ability of nodes to

participate in the Bitcoin network, as nodes must be capable
of receiving blocks at a higher rate than they are produced.
Failing to achieve this, nodes cannot track the balances stored
in the blockchain, and thus they cannot determine the validity
of transactions and blocks, and are in effect excluded from
the Bitcoin Network. To allow 90% of nodes to remain in the
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network, the propagation time to 90% of the network must be
smaller than the inter-block time interval:

t90th < tB

The profitability of miners, and thus the underlying decen-
tralization of the blockchain, is also affected by the block
propagation time. Once a new block is mined, miners which
have not yet received the new block become considerably
less profitable, as any block they mine will cause a fork and
are likely to be orphaned. The probability for a block to be
orphaned depends at the rate at which it is propagated to the
network. Thus, it is in the miners’ interest to receive blocks
as soon as possible, and to have their own blocks propagate
as fast as possible. Large mining operations, known as mining
farms, invest large sums in mining hardware and infrastructure.
This results in their blocks being mined by a larger fraction
of the network much more quickly than a smaller mining
operation. Further, large mining farms also coordinate and
construct ad-hoc networks between themselves, resulting in
even more centralization pressure. To compete, small mining
operations must invest proportionally larger sums to achieve
the same networking performance, and are thus less profitable.
Since the security of Bitcoin and other blockchain systems
depend on the decentralization of mining, such a centralizing
force has an adverse effect on their security.

3) Scaling Using Shorter Time interval
Scaling the throughput of a blockchain system can also be

achieved by reducing the inter-block time interval (tB), i.e.,
the average time between blocks. However, the probability for
forks to occur depends on the ratio between the propagation
time (t90th ) and the inter-block time interval (tB), as is evident
from the equations above. Therefore, reducing tB by a factor
X would have the exact same effect on the probability for
forks as increasing the block size (B) by the same factor X .
Thus, scaling via a shorter inter-block time interval (tB) would
have the same effects on the system security, usability, and de-
centralization. We provide additional details in APPENDIX B.

IV. RELATED WORK

A. Centralized Propagation Systems

While bloXroute is the first propagation system that ad-
dresses the blockchain scaling problem without a centralized
trusted intermediary, block propagation systems do exist in
Bitcoin. In particular, in order to minimize the negative effects
of long block propagation times, as well as to put smaller
miners on equal terms with larger mining farms, centralized
Bitcoin relay networks were deployed.

1) Bitcoin Fast Relay Network / FIBRE
The first relay network to be deployed, the Bitcoin Fast

Relay Network (BFRN) relays blocks using multiple gateways
around the globe to reduce block propagation time for miners.
BFRN focuses on utilizing low-latency connections and block
compression to reduce the block propagation time. BFRN was
later replaced by FIBRE, which uses a similar architecture
while utilizing fiber-optic wires and forward error correction
(FEC) to further reduce latency and packet error rate, aiming to
minimize the number of RTTs required to propagate a block.

2) Falcon
The Falcon Network was deployed (by two members of

our bloXroute Labs team) after BFRN and before FIBRE and
aims to reduce block propagation time by using cut-through
routing [8], where relay-nodes relay the first bytes of an
inbound block as soon as they arrive rather than wait for the
entire block to arrive.

While both FIBRE and Falcon have greatly reduced orphan
rates in the Bitcoin network, Bitcoin cannot rely on these
services to achieve higher throughput for multiple reasons.
First and foremost, centralized systems place the control over
which transactions are included in the blockchain, and which
miners may participate, in the hands of their operators. Indi-
rectly, they place this control in the hands of law enforcement
and rule makers where they reside. The administrators may
reject blocks which contain transactions among unauthorized
parties, or blocks mined by unauthorized miners, according to
their own policies, business interests, or legal requirements.
bloXroute addresses this issue by being inherently ignorant of
blocks’ content, origins, and their receivers, and by making
itself auditable by the global Peer Network it serves.

Second, these networks are operated on a volunteer basis
by small groups, and are dependent on their goodwill and
funding, which is a precarious foundation for Bitcoin’s stabil-
ity and scalability. Indeed, a notice of BFRN’s shutdown was
announced without any ready replacement in place. In contrast,
bloXroute is designed as a sustainable operation which allows
cryptocurrencies to safely utilize it for their scalability needs.

B. Off-Chain Scaling Solutions

An alternative approach, using off-chain transactions, aim
to reduce some of the redundancy on the main blockchain.
Generally speaking, an off-chain scaling solution will open
up a payment channel between two parties, have the parties
exchange funds while keeping track of intermediate balances,
and then post a settlement transaction on the blockchain. These
solutions include the Lightning Network [9], TeeChan [10],
and more.

These solutions are promising and are complementary to
bloXroute’s proposition. If the underlying blockchain can sup-
port 1000 times the number of transactions as before thanks to
bloXroute, and if off-chain transactions increase the throughput
by another factor of 1000, then that blockchain’s throughput
has increased by 6 orders of magnitude.

C. On-Chain Scaling Solutions

On-chain scaling solutions usually involve modifying the
consensus protocol in some way to achieve higher throughput.
One such approach, known as “sharding”, splits the blockchain
into several smaller “shards”, which are maintained and inter-
leaved in a fashion that aims to keep blockchain’s original
security properties while only requiring a full node to track
one shard instead of the full blockchain.

Other approaches, such as Bitcoin-NG [11], suggest to
replace blocks by a stream of transactions, or forgo them
altogether, while still other systems aim for nodes to place trust
in specific nodes, and to assure their honest behavior through
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the ability to replace them. There are also newer consensus
protocols based on proof of stake, such as Casper [12] or
Algorand [13]. We point interested readers to a survey of
consensus protocols for tolerating Byzantine faults, that are
used in the state-of-the art blockchain systems [14].

While the above approaches show potential, their robust-
ness, security, usability, and adoption rates in practice remains
to be seen. However, all on-chain scaling solutions will
perform strictly better with a faster network layer and this
is where bloXroute improves their performance. Indeed, in
every distributed consensus protocol, every honest node must
reach the same decision. Thus, regardless of the consensus
protocol, every honest peer must obtain information about each
transaction in the system. bloXroute focuses on this particular
problem, which is fundamentally a broadcast problem, since
every valid piece of information (transaction/block) must be
propagated to every honest peer in the system. bloXroute is
thus complementary to a native consensus protocol used, and it
is capable of boosting up the performance, often dramatically,
for any blockchain.

V. BLOXROUTE: SYSTEM VISION AND GOALS

bloXroute’s goal is to enable cryptocurrencies and
blockchain systems to scale to thousands of on-chain trans-
actions per second. Moreover, it aims to provide said scala-
bility to numerous cryptocurrencies and blockchains simulta-
neously, utilizing a global infrastructure to support distributed
blockchain systems in a provably neutral fashion. Here, we
outline the system’s trust model and the components it utilizes
to achieve scalability, to prevent discrimination, and to enable
new features for the blockchains it serves.

A. Trust Model

bloXroute’s trust model is based on two observations. First,
we observe that long block propagation times will not allow
trustless P2P blockchains, e.g., Bitcoin, to scale to thousands
of on-chain transactions per second. Second, we observe
that small centralized systems scale very well by placing
trust in a small subset of participants, and passing them the
control over the transactions included in the blockchains, e.g.,
Ripple [15], EOS [16], BitShares [17], Steem [18]. However,
such centralization defeats the single most notable aspect of
cryptocurrencies: the distribution and decentralization of con-
trol over transactions. Providing control over a blockchain’s
transactions to a limited number of participants allows said
participants to collude, censor, and discriminate between users,
nodes, and miners. A limited participant set also reduces the
number of nodes a malicious actor has to compromise to
control the system.

bloXroute gets around this tradeoff by reversing the direc-
tion of trust in centralized systems. While centralized systems
place trust in a subset of nodes to enable scalability, bloXroute
enables scalability by using a small set of servers which
place trust in the entire network instead. The system utilizes a
Blockchain Distribution Network (BDN) to enable scaling, yet
nodes need not place any trust in the BDN. Instead, the BDN
blindly serves the nodes, without knowledge of the blocks

bloX route Server Peer N ode

Fig. 1. The components of the bloXroute system: the bloXroute BDN,
and the Peer Network nodes utilizing it. Each Peer Network node runs a
Gateway process as an intermediary between its blockchain application and
the bloXroute BDN.

it propagates, their origin, or their destination. Moreover, its
behavior is constantly audited by the nodes it serves, and it is
incapable of discriminating against individual nodes, blocks,
and transactions. While such a design places the BDN at a
disadvantage compared to the nodes it serves, its robustness
allows it to withstand dishonest and malicious behaviors.

B. System Components

The bloXroute system consists of two types of operational
networks, as shown in Figure 1:

• bloXroute is a high-capacity, low-latency, global BDN
network, optimized to quickly propagate transactions and
blocks for multiple blockchain systems.

• Peer Networks are P2P networks of nodes which utilize
bloXroute to propagate transactions and blocks, while
carefully auditing its behavior. Each Peer Network con-
sists of all the nodes using a specific protocol. For
example, all the Bitcoin nodes utilizing bloXroute form
a single Peer Network, while all the Ethereum nodes
utilizing bloXroute form a different Peer Network.

bloXroute propagates blocks on behalf of the Peer Net-
works’ nodes. However, contrary to relay networks, bloXroute
propagates blocks without knowledge of the transactions they
contain, their number, their sums, the “wallets” or addresses
involved, the miner to produce each block, nor the actual origin
of the node that creates a block. Furthermore, bloXroute cannot
infer the above characteristics even when colluding with other
nodes of the Peer Network, or by analyzing blocks’ timing
and size. bloXroute cannot favor specific nodes by providing
them blocks ahead of others, and cannot prevent any node
from joining the system and utilizing it. bloXroute can only
propagate all blocks to all its Gateways fairly.

The bloXroute system as a whole is protocol-agnostic,
providing its scaling services to numerous cryptocurrencies
and blockchains simultaneously. The system operates at the
transport layer of the OSI model (Layer 4), interacting with
both the application layer and the networking layer, and
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provides service to whichever blockchain protocol is running
at the application layer.

C. bloXroute-Supported Features

Here, we summarize the main features that a bloXroute-
supported blockchain can attain. As a global network,
bloXroute is capable of dramatically increasing a blockchain
performance in the following ways.
• Scalability. A blockchain that utilizes the bloXroute net-

work will be capable of performing thousands of on-
chain transactions-per-second, via effective system-wide
caching and cut-through routing, today. In the near future,
additional orders-of-magnitude improvements are attain-
able thru the use of more sophisticated data structures
and designated networking hardware.

• Confirmation Times. The bloXroute system significantly
shortens confirmation times for a bloXroute-supported
blockchain transactions, i.e., at the order of tens of
milliseconds.

VI. BLOXROUTE: PROVABLE NEUTRALITY

Here, we outline the mechanisms and policies that make
bloXroute a provably neutral network. bloXroute can only
propagate all blocks to all its Gateways fairly, and it is
incapable of discrimination due to the auditing performed by
the Peer Network nodes.

A. Counter-Discrimination Mechanisms

1) Encrypted Blocks
To prevent bloXroute from stopping the propagation of any

block based on its content, i.e., based on the wallets, addresses
and sums of a block’s transactions, its timestamp, its coinbase
transaction, or any other attribute, blocks are propagated after
being encrypted. bloXroute’s encryption also alters the block
size, hiding the number of transaction and their total size. A
block’s encryption key (k1) is only revealed after the block
had been propagated, and is propagated directly over the Peer
Network. k1’s minuscule size, only several bytes, allows it
to quickly propagate directly over the Peer Network, and
bloXroute is powerless to stop it.

2) Indirect Relay
In order to ensure bloXroute is not preventing individual

nodes from propagating their blocks, nodes do not propagate
blocks directly to bloXroute. Instead, a node wishing to
propagate a block will first propagate it to a peer on the
Peer Network, which will relay it to bloXroute, obscuring the
block’s origin from bloXroute.

In addition to indirectly relaying blocks to bloXroute, nodes
may request their peers to relay to them incoming blocks
arriving from bloXroute. This ensures that bloXroute cannot
discriminate against nodes through late delivery of blocks
since nodes are not required to directly interact with bloXroute
in order to benefit from its service. The short delay (0.5 RTT)
such nodes experience overlaps with the time required for
nodes to receive k1, nulling any negative effect.

3) Test-Blocks
While bloXroute is oblivious to which node originated each

block, it may attempt to block or stall blocks arriving from
some subset of nodes, affecting all the blocks they relay.
In order to detect and prevent such behavior, nodes must
be capable of continuously monitoring bloXroute’s service.
Such monitoring is achieved by allowing nodes to send en-
crypted invalid blocks, test-blocks, directly to bloXroute, and
measuring the time required for peers to report the arrival of
the test-blocks. bloXroute is unable to employ discriminatory
policies over valid blocks alone, and to faithfully propagate
test-blocks, since the two are indistinguishable until their keys
are published.

4) Sustainability through Peer Auditing
bloXroute provides a provably neutral block dissemination

service by allowing the Peer Network nodes, via Gateways,
to continuously monitor its behavior using test-blocks, and
through its willingness to propagate un-validated encrypted
data. This puts bloXroute at a disadvantage in comparison to
its users, and opens the door to resource-wasting malicious
behavior, which bloXroute is provisioned to withstand.

bloXroute’s robustness and service incurs costs, namely,
the delivery of large traffic volumes to a large number of
nodes. For example, assuming a network of 10, 000 full
nodes, i.e., similar in size to today’s Bitcoin network, each
of which creating four 1 MB test-blocks per day, bloXroute
would deliver 100 TB per day, or 9.26 Gbps. At the same
time, assuming transactions are created at a rate of 3, 000
TPS, their delivery would require additional 132 Gbps. Note
that the bandwidth required to support test-blocks increases
exponentially as the number of full nodes increases, while
the bandwidth required to support higher TPS does not. The
cost of supporting a reliable, low-latency, global infrastructure
which immediately delivers these large traffic volumes is non-
negligible.

To assure bloXroute’s sustainability, transactions may in-
clude a minuscule, optional and voluntary payment to
bloXroute, which provides greater incentives for miners to
include them. The validation of such payments is done by the
Peer Network nodes; the nodes validate that as blockchains
process ever increasing volumes of transactions per second,
and as the cost of supporting them increases, a fraction of
the capacity bloXroute creates is dedicated for transactions
which contain such payments. Thus, transactions can opt-in to
this additional capacity by including a payment to bloXroute,
which will reduce the overall fee they must carry. Since this
additional capacity has lower demand and excess capacity,
which will always outweigh the payment to bloXroute. For
each transaction, bloXroute’s optional payment is 10% of
the miner fee. Note that bloXroute’s payment is dwarfed by
the costs saved and by the capacity enabled, which translate
to orders of magnitude less fees per transaction, order of
magnitude more fees collected by miners, while maintaining
bloXroute’s profitability and sustainability.

5) Partial Disclosure of Peers
The key attribute of the bloXroute system is the ability of

Peer Network nodes to audit the behavior of bloXroute. To
that end, nodes relay test-blocks to bloXroute, and validate
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their peers quickly receive them. However, bloXroute and/or
colluders might attempt to relay a node’s blocks only to its
immediate peers, and not to the entire Peer Network, causing
the node to falsely believe its blocks are relayed to the entire
network. To prevent such a behavior, Peer Network nodes do
not reveal all the nodes they are aware of. Instead, nodes
conceal half the nodes they are aware of, including half of
their immediate peers. Thus, if an adversary were to analyze
a nodes’ known peers, it will be unable to determine which
nodes are its immediate peers and which are not.

B. Countering the Different Discrimination Forms
Here, we analyze the different forms of discrimination a

malicious BDN might attempt to employ, and describe how the
counter-discrimination mechanisms described in Section VI-A
prevent bloXroute from employing them. We assume no col-
luding between bloXroute and Peer Network nodes, and defer
the analysis of colluding to Section VI-C.

1) Content-based Discrimination
One form of discrimination is to stall or prevent the

propagation of blocks based on their content, i.e, based on
the wallets, addresses and sums of a block’s transactions, its
timestamp, its coinbase transaction, or any other attribute.
To prevent bloXroute from such discrimination, blocks are
encrypted prior to their propagation. Furthermore, bloXroute’s
encryption is padded to hide the block size. Each block’s
unique encryption key (k1) is only revealed after the block is
propagated, and k1’s small size allows it to quickly propagate
over the Peer Network. Thus, bloXroute is powerless to stop
k1’s propagation.

2) Individual Node Discrimination
A different form of discrimination is to prevent individual

nodes from propagating their blocks, based on nodes IP
address, their operators’ identity, node implementation, or any
other node attribute. To ensure bloXroute cannot discriminate
in this fashion, Peer Network nodes relay their blocks indi-
rectly. Rather than transmitting a block directly via bloXroute,
nodes propagate blocks to bloXroute through their peers,
preventing bloXroute from knowing the origin of the blocks it
receives.

3) Large Scale Node Discrimination
Another form of discrimination is to stall or drop blocks

arriving from a large subset of nodes, affecting all the blocks
they relay. However, bloXroute is providing service to some
nodes, relaying blocks through these nodes will negate the
discrimination. The Peer Network can detect this and decide
the best venue for broadcasting their blocks by sending test-
blocks directly through bloXroute.

4) Transaction Discrimination
To prevent bloXroute from rejecting transactions, the Peer

Network can propagate them without relying on bloXroute
at all. Since blocks are encrypted when relayed through
bloXroute, miners are free to include any transaction in
the block without interference from bloXroute. Simply
put, bloXroute cannot reject specific transactions, nor can
bloXroute avoid relaying blocks which contain specific trans-
actions. bloXroute can only propagate all blocks to all its
Gateways fairly.

5) Discriminating Block Delivery
There are several forms of block delivery discrimination

which a BDN network might employ. First, it can discriminate
in favor of some nodes, delivering them blocks ahead of other
nodes. Second, it can discriminate against individual nodes by
postponing block delivery, or not delivering them blocks at
all. Third, it can cease to deliver blocks to majority of nodes,
and only serve a small subset of nodes. Lastly, it can cease to
deliver blocks completely, either maliciously or as a result of
a system failure.

To prevent bloXroute from discriminating in favor of indi-
vidual nodes, a block’s encryption key (k1) is only propagated
after the node which originated it (psource) learns of the
block’s propagation from its peers. Thus, any node pprivileged
to receive the block ahead of time will be forced to wait until
it receives k1 from its peers, which will only commence once
the block is delivered to psource’s arbitrary peers, thus placing
pprivileged on par with its peers.

To protect themselves from late block delivery, nodes
compare between their own test-blocks propagation time and
those of their peers, which will indicate whether or not they
are being discriminated against. If a node identifies such
discrimination, nodes will request block delivery from their
peers rather than relying on bloXroute. This will place the
discriminated nodes on par with their peers, as the short delay
they suffer (0.5 RTT) overlaps with the time required for k1
to propagate.

If bloXroute ceases to deliver blocks completely, whether
maliciously or due to a large scale system failure, the Peer
Network will replace it with an alternative BDN. Nodes can
deploy their own alternative BDNs by running bloXroute’s
code on their own network of machines, incurring only low
costs by limiting the test-blocks rate they allow. During
this time, bloXroute can be replaced permanently, if the
need arises. If the discrimination is due to a system failure
rather than malicious behavior, the peers will return to using
bloXroute once the failure is resolved.

Note that the existence of an alternative to bloXroute is suf-
ficient to deter any malicious behavior on its part, preventing
the need to make use of the alternative BDNs.

C. Preventing Colluding and Malicious Behavior

While we have shown that bloXroute cannot engage in
malicious behavior unilaterally, we now consider the scenario
where it colludes with some fraction of the Peer Network. Note
that bloXroute’s design cannot solve collusion that is inherent
in the underlying cryptocurrency, e.g., a 51% attack, nor are
we aiming to minimize its effectiveness. Rather, bloXroute’s
design goal is not to exacerbate existing attack vectors, and
not enable new attack vectors.

1) Colluding to Prevent Block Propagation
bloXroute and its colluding nodes might attempt to prevent

the propagation of a block, either based on its content or its
origin. However, as outlined above, blocks are transmitted to
bloXroute indirectly, and are encrypted prior to their propaga-
tion. Thus, once the block is relayed to an honest peer, the
honest peer will relay it to bloXroute, which will be unable
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to distinguish it from a test-block. The only fashion in which
bloXroute can prevent the block propagation is to drop all test-
blocks, which will cause all nodes to abandon it, and would
fail to stop the block propagation.

As an example, assume a node psource wishes to propagate
block b. psource first relays b′1, a version of b encrypted using
the key k1, to p1. Further assume p1 to be actively colluding
with bloXroute. To prevent or delay b’s propagation, colluders
will refrain from propagating b′1 to the entire Peer Network,
and possibly share all knowledge of psource, b, k1, and b′1

among themselves. Once psource relays the block to p1, it
starts relaying b′i, and ki to additional peers {pi | i > 1},
until it learns of a block that was successfully relayed. For
the attack to succeed, bloXroute must avoid or delay the
propagation of blocks

{
b′i | i > 1

}
, as they arrive from their

respective nodes. Failing to do so, the attack will only delay
b’s propagation by the time required for psource to relay the
block to its first non-colluding peer, identically to the same
attack vector in the P2P trustless model.

Since (i) psource selects its peers at its own discretion, (ii)
each peer pi relays a version of b which is encrypted with
a different key, and (iii) the encryption obscures both b’s
content and size, it is impossible for bloXroute to distinguish
between incoming test-blocks and encrypted versions of b.
Thus, to affect b’s propagation, bloXroute must refuse all
incoming blocks arriving from non-colluding nodes, possibly
until a different block is provided by the colluding nodes. Such
behavior is immediately visible to all the nodes of the Peer
Network, as they will fail to get reports of arrival for their
own test-blocks.

We note that a necessary condition for the attack to be
launched is for p1, the first peer to which psource relays
the block, is colluding with bloXroute. We further note that
deliberate failure to relay blocks is already an existing attack
vector in the existing P2P trustless model, with the same
probability of success. The result in both models, delaying the
propagation of a b until it is sent to pi, the first non-colluding
node, is identical.

We further note that while it is also possible for bloXroute
to reject only a portion of blocks arriving from non-colluders,
rather than all of them, such an attack is even less effective. For
example, rejecting 50% of blocks arriving from non-colluders
will only delay b’s propagation by half the time required
to relay a block through a peer, on average, while clearly
visible to at least 50% of the nodes. Increasing the percentage
of rejected nodes increases its visibility even further, while
decreasing its visibility reduces its effect.

Lastly, it is worth noting that honest nodes of the Peer
Network can determine whether or not their test-blocks are
being relayed or not. If a node’s test-blocks are being relayed,
i.e., in absence of ongoing node discrimination, nodes can
directly relay their blocks to bloXroute, and obscure the
block’s validity even from its peers.

2) Colluding to Prevent Block Delivery
In addition to colluding to prevent block propagation, nodes

might attempt to collude with bloXroute in order to prevent or
delay block delivery to a subset of the Peer Network nodes.
When such an attack is launched against a small number of

nodes, it is easily discovered by the targeted nodes, since their
honest immediate peers, which are unknown to the colluders,
will notify them of the blocks and encryption keys they re-
ceive. To protect themselves, discriminated nodes can request
any of their immediate peers to relay to them all incoming
blocks. Such a request does not place the discriminated nodes
at the selected peer’s mercy, as it continues to receive blocks
from its other peers and from bloXroute. Such a request also
doesn’t place a heavy burden on the node’s peer, as they
control the number of nodes they relay traffic to. The presence
of colluding nodes does not affect the attack’s effectiveness,
which is identical to such an attack in a system using the P2P
trustless model.

VII. ONBOARDING PROCESS

A cryptocurrency that wishes to take advantage of bloXroute
can do so in the following steps. The first nodes and miners
of a specific cryptocurrency who wish to utilize bloXroute are
required to do nothing more than simply running bloXroute’s
Gateway process in parallel to their blockchain application.
For onboarding purposes, bloXroute will run a sufficient
number of BDN nodes around the world, so that users can
propagate blocks and receive transactions faster than any other
peer. As more nodes use bloXroute, cryptocurrencies will
see considerably fewer forks and stronger security guarantees
that result from bloXroute’s superior block distribution. For
example, Ethereum will see fewer uncle blocks, and will
achieve higher throughput.

As a second step, cryptocurrencies can adjust their pro-
tocol to capture more of the capacity increase provided by
bloXroute, e.g., increasing the block size and reducing the
inter-block time interval. bloXroute requires no further changes
to the protocol, and will allow cryptocurrencies to use the
network for free as long as they produce no more than 100
transactions per second (TPS). As a reference, Bitcoin supports
only 3 TPS. Thus, bloXroute allows to increase capacity by a
factor of 33 today, without requiring any fees and any protocol
change beyond adjusting the block size and inter-block time
interval.

Cryptocurrencies require no protocol change beyond ad-
justing the block size and inter-block time interval to fully
utilize bloXroute’s capacity. Once the 100 TPS threshold is
reached, there becomes an increasing incentive for users to
make the minuscule payments to bloXroute to reduce their
fees. This in turn would eventually cause users to demand
the implementation of making such payments easily from
their wallets and nodes. Note that the protocol itself does
not change; the validity requirements remain the same, as is
the structure of blocks and transactions, and all the messages
among nodes.

VIII. BLOXROUTE TOKEN (BLXR): TOKEN DYNAMICS,
AND REVENUES

BLOXROUTE TOKEN (BLXR) is an Ethereum ERC20 token
that supports bloXroute’s goal: promote the success of all
cryptocurrencies. By passing 50% of all funds received by
bloXroute to the value of BLXR, the success of BLXR
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becomes tied to bloXroute’s success, and to the success of all
other cryptocurrencies. BLXR thus aligns the incentives of the
entire ecosystem: bloXroute, cryptocurrencies, users, miners,
and investors.

A. BLXR Value

It is impossible to determine the volume of transactions once
machine-to-machine micro-payments are enabled. However,
given that (i) credit card companies already process 5, 000 TPS
today, despite high fees, (ii) it would require 100,000 TPS to
support all Facebook users to perform 4 transactions per day,
and (iii), futuristic machine-to-machine micro-payments re-
quire considerably more transactions than human interactions,
a demand of 200,000 TPS across all cryptocurrencies can be
considered a conservative estimate.

Assuming a mining fee of 0.005 USD, i.e., half a cent, a
payment of 0.0005 USD to bloXroute (10% fee to bloXroute),
and broad bloXroute adoption (200,000 TPS across all cryp-
tocurrencies), bloXroute revenues would amount to over 3.1
Billion USD per year. 50% of these earnings will be imme-
diately directed to the value of BLXR, as outlined below.

B. BLXR and BLXR-RESERVE

BLXR was designed with two goals in mind: to align
the incentives of the entire cryptocurrency ecosystem and to
be a vehicle for investment in bloXroute. Each BLXR is
exchangeable for a proportional portion of a unique cross-
cryptocurrency reserve, the BLXR-Reserve, which consists
of multiple cryptocurrencies. Thus, the holder of 1% of the
entire BLXR supply can “cash out”, and exchange it for 1%
of the funds currently held at the BLXR-Reserve. The BLXR-
Reserve receives 50% of all bloXroute payments, i.e., the fees
discussed above, and the amounts it holds are visible to all
since its addresses are known.

While it is possible to “cash out” BLXRs, this is not likely
to happen, since their price floor can only increase as more
funds enter the BLXR-Reserve, and can never decrease. Even
when BLXR are “cashed out” and funds leave the BLXR-
Reserve, the “cashed out” BLXRs leave the circulation, leav-
ing the price floor of BLXRs unaffected. Thus, since the price
floor can only increase, given that the bloXroute fees from
different blockchains get accumulated over time, BLXR are
much more likely to be traded for some value above the price
floor than they are to be exchanged. The actual value in which
BLXR is traded will depend on the funds held at the BLXR-
Reserve, and the market’s expectations of bloXroute’s future
revenues.

The value of BLXR is affected by valuation of other
cryptocurrencies, since such valuation would affect the value
of the funds held at the BLXR-Reserve. Thus, an investment
in BLXR has some similarity to a diversified investment in all
the cryptocurrencies which utilize bloXroute, since bloXroute
will receive payment from them. In a way, BLXR could be
considered a “crypto index.” In addition, if adopted broadly,
this index is self-balancing as BLXR’s price will be more
correlated with the most used cryptocurrencies, since these

cryptocurrencies will direct the most payments to the BLXR-
Reserve. This allows BLXR token holders to invest in the
most successful bloXroute-enabled cryptocurrencies without
knowing which ones they are.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented bloXroute, the first BDN, which
features a radically novel approach to resolving the blockchain
scaling problem: it introduces a global network infrastructure
to boost scalability, yet retains the decentralization of control
over transactions in a blockchain, via neutral and auditable
network design. It attains scalability by implementing an
effective broadcast primitive. It attains neutrality by supporting
encrypted blocks and by obscuring blocks’ origin via peer
relaying. Finally, it attains auditability by enabling users to
directly and actively probe, via Gateways, the network in
a systematic manner. bloXroute is protocol-agnostic, capable
of supporting multiple blockchains simultaneously, and fully
unleashing their indisputable potential.

bloXroute is supported via BLXR, a token that gains
its value from 50% of all payments to bloXroute, allowing
the exchange of BLXRs for their proportional share of the
BLXR-reserve, and providing a price floor for BLXR.

APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND

A. Bitcoin and the Blockchain
Bitcoin [1], [19] is the first blockchain system, and the first

cryptocurrency to gain considerable traction globally, with a
market capitalization measured in hundreds of billions of USD.
At its core, Bitcoin is a distributed system which allows its
users to hold a balance and make transactions of Bitcoins,
i.e., of currency, and distributedly maintain a single ledger
of all transactions. Transactions are not added to the ledger
individually, rather, they are being added in batches, known as
blocks. The result is a chain of blocks which contains the entire
history of all Bitcoin transactions, known as the blockchain.

To understand how Bitcoin transactions are created and the
blockchain maintained, assume a user, Alice, is buying an item
from another user, Bob, and wishes to pay for it in Bitcoin.
Each user controls a wallet, which is a simple private key
and a public key pair. To pay Bob, Alice locally creates a new
transaction tA→B , which passes some amount of Bitcoins from
her public key, also known as her address, to Bob’s address,
and signs it using her private key. Alice then propagates
tA→B to all other Bitcoin users. The Bitcoin network, which
contain all Bitcoin users, is a peer-to-peer (P2P) network.
Every Bitcoin user, also referred to as a node, or a peer, who
receives tA→B validates that (i) all the transactions paying
Bitcoins to Alice’s address, minus the sums spent from her
address, leave a balance which is equal or greater than the
amount spent in tA→B , and (ii) tA→B contains a signature
which requires knowledge of Alice’s private key to be created.
If these two conditions are met, tA→B is deemed valid, and
users which receive it will propagate it to their peers. It is
worth noting that a single entity may control any number of
wallets, and for each wallet to control any number of public
keys.
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1) Miners
In addition to regular Bitcoin users, some nodes in the

Bitcoin network attempt to aggregate the transactions they
receive into new blocks, which will be added to the blockchain.
It is only once a transaction is included in the blockchain
that it is considered to have taken place, while transactions
which still await to be included are not. Such nodes are
called miners, and the process of attempting to create a new
block is known as mining. There are two monetary incentives
for mining. First, each block contains a unique transaction,
known as the coinbase transaction, which passes some amount
of Bitcoins to its miner’s address. The blocks’ coinbase
transactions also provides the supply of Bitcoins, as it creates
Bitcoins “out of thin air”. The amount of Bitcoins produced in
each block decreases exponentially, limiting the total supply
to approximately 21 million Bitcoins. Second, each Bitcoin
transaction can carry a fee to whichever miner that successfully
include it in a block, and miners are incentivized to include
the transactions with the highest fees, since the number of
transactions included in each block is limited.

To mine a new block, a miner hashes all the transactions
to be included in the block, using a double SHA-256 hashing
function. In addition to the transactions, the miner also hashes
a timestamp, the result of hashing the previous block, and an
arbitrary binary value, known as a nonce. For a new block to be
created, i.e., for successful mining, the result of the hashing
must be very small. Thus, miners exhaustively try different
nonce values, in an attempt to find one which produces a small
enough value. The exact target value changes over time, in an
attempt to maintain an average of one block every 10 minutes,
based on blocks’ timestamps.

Once a new block is found, it is propagated to the entire
Bitcoin network, similarly to transactions, i.e., it is validated
by each node prior to its propagation. It is safe for the
successful miner to propagate its block, including the nonce,
since the nonce only yields a small enough value for the newly-
mined block, without any change done to it. A dishonest node
cannot utilize the nonce to create an alternative block, e.g.,
with a coinbase transaction which passes the Bitcoins to the
dishonest node’s wallet, since such a change will cause the
block’s hashing to yield a different value, which deems the
original nonce useless.

2) Blockchain Security
The most critical aspect of the blockchain security is that

the hashing of each block also includes the value yielded from
hashing the block preceding it. The immediate result of this
inclusion is that any attacker attempting to alter the history
of transactions, i.e., the inclusion, exclusion, or alteration of
a transaction in some previous block, will change the value
its hashing yields, which in turn will affect the hashing value
of all consecutive blocks, and will almost certainly invalidate
each and every one of them. For such an alteration to succeed,
the attacker will have to sequentially find a new nonce for
every block. Moreover, it will have to do so at a higher rate
than the rate at which all other miners extend the original
blockchain. Thus, for such an attack to succeed, the attacker
must control the majority of hashing power in the Bitcoin
system [20]. While it had been shown that entities control less

than 50% of the hashing power can gain unfair advantage [20],
and thus can eventually eliminate smaller miners, and gain
majority of hashing power, it is this unique primitive which
differentiate Bitcoin and blockchain systems from previous
decentralized systems.

3) Forks

A unique feature of Bitcoin, and of blockchain systems
in general, is their inherent ability to overcome inconsistent
views of the transaction history in a distributed manner, by
defining the blockchain which required the most computation
to produce as the “true” blockchain. To demonstrate this abil-
ity, consider two Bitcoin miners which happen to successfully
mine a new block at approximately the same time. The two
blocks differ from each other as they will contain different
coinbase transactions, use different nonces, and it is very
likely for them to contain slightly different transactions. Once
the two blocks are mined, they are propagated in parallel
to the entire Bitcoin network, resulting in some portion of
the network considering one history of transactions to take
place, while others consider a slightly different version of
transaction history to take place. Such a situation, where two
or more equally valid blockchain versions coexist is called a
fork. While a fork is unresolved, there exists some ambiguity
regarding which transactions had taken place.

Forks are resolved once a new block is mined, as it causes
one prong of the fork to become longer than the other prongs,
which in turn incentivizes miners to abandon the shorter
prongs and attempt to mine over the longest blockchain,
as any rewards gained on shorter prongs are likely to be
orphaned, i.e., discarded. Thus the system converges to the
longest blockchain due to the selfish interests of the miners. It
is possible, yet rare, for blocks to be mined over two prongs
of a fork at approximately the same time, which keeps the
fork unresolved, until eventually one becomes longer than the
other.

Due to the possibility of forks, it is possible for a transaction
to be included in a block, yet not to be included in the
blockchain if said block is orphaned. The probability for a
block to be orphaned exponentially decreases as more blocks
are mined on top of it, in direct relation to the probability for
two blocks to be mined on two prongs of a fork at approxi-
mately the same time. Thus, transactions are considered more
secure as additional blocks are mined on top of the blocks
containing them.

Bitcoin’s model, as outlined above, does not depend on any
centralized entity to track balances or to execute transactions,
nor can any single entity undo transactions, confiscate Bit-
coins, or alter the blockchain in any way without control over
the majority of hashing power. To enforce new transactions
on behalf of users, such an entity will be required to break
the SHA-256 hashing. Bitcoin is thus considered a trustless
system, since users do not depend on any central entity to
perform any action on their behalf, nor do they rely on such
an entity to provide them with accurate information, such as
wallet balances and transactions validity.
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APPENDIX B
SCALABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE BITCOIN NETWORK

Consider the state of the Bitcoin network in the year
2017. The network consists of approximately 9, 000 nodes
(N = 9000) [21], the majority of which are connected to 8–12
of their peers [22], with a median latency between peers of
approximately 110 milliseconds [23]. At the 50th percentile,
nodes upload rate is 56 Mbps (bw50th = 56 Mbps), while
the 10th and 1st percentiles have a rate of 3.96 Mbps and
438 Kbps, respectively. Thus, the upload rate at the 50th, 10th

and 1st percentile supports 13, 000, 943 and 100 TPS, respec-
tively. We note that global bandwidth measurements [24] show
that download rates exceed upload rates by a factor of 1.85–
5.81, with the exception of less constrained regions, where the
average bandwidth exceeds 100 Mbps.

It is evident that the bandwidth of individual Bitcoin nodes
supports increasing the system throughput by orders of mag-
nitude, and the latency among peers is not abnormally high as
to pose a barrier. However, while individual nodes can easily
support higher TPS, it is the distributed propagation which
Bitcoin employs, also used in other blockchain systems, which
significantly limits the system throughput.

A. P2P Propagation Model

Traditional P2P systems, such as Bittorrent [25], have been
shown to quickly propagate data among peers. However, Bit-
coin and other blockchain systems differ from such traditional
P2P networks by requiring the continuous delivery of all
blocks to all peers. They further differ by the different incen-
tives they provide to their participants. Specifically, distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks are prevalent in blockchain
systems, and are used to gain advantages in mining, voting,
and other business- and protocol-related activities. To prevent
malicious nodes from flooding the network with invalid blocks,
nodes use a store-and-forward propagation model, where each
node downloads the full block and verifies it prior to prop-
agating it to its peers. This model allows nodes to identify
any node which propagates invalid blocks as malicious, and
limits the effect of such attacks to the nodes which are directly
attacked.

B. Block Propagation Time Analysis

In order for Bitcoin to function as a decentralized system,
it must allow nodes to receive blocks at a higher rate than
the blocks are produced. Indeed, if blocks are produced at a
higher rate than a node is capable of receiving them, then said
node cannot keep track of balances stored in the blockchain,
cannot determine whether or not transactions and blocks are
valid, and is in effect excluded from the Bitcoin Network. The
block propagation time to the majority of the network (t50th )
does not depend solely on a receiving node bandwidth. Rather,
it depends on network topology, the bandwidth of all nodes,
and the manner in which blocks propagate.

The time required for a block to propagate through the
system, and how it is affected by the block size (B), can be
roughly approximated based on the number of nodes (N ) and

their median bandwidth (bw50th ). For the median Bitcoin node,
the time required to transmit a single 1 MB block to a single
peer (thop) is roughly

thop =
B

bw50th
=

1MB

56Mbps
= 0.143sec

Assuming 8 peers, the average Bitcoin node will require ap-
proximately 8thop to propagate a block to its peers, regardless
whether if done sequentially or in parallel. However, sequential
propagation allows the node’s first peer to propagate the re-
ceived block after thop had passed, while parallel propagation
will only allow peers to propagate the block after 8thop have
passed. Thus, to hasten block propagation when bandwidth is
limited, nodes would ideally propagate blocks to their peers
sequentially, rather than in parallel.

Using sequential propagation, a newly-mined block is
known only to a single node, i.e., its miner, at time t = 0,
to two nodes, the miner and its first peer, at time t = thop, to
4 nodes at time t = 2thop, and to the majority of the network
at time

t50th = blog2(N)cthop = 13thop = 1.86sec

While this approximation does not account for network con-
gestion, download bandwidth, messages exchange overhead,
latency, packet loss, processing delay, the arbitrary topology
of the nodes, and bandwidth consumed for transactions prop-
agation, it does provide insights regarding block propagation
time (t50th ).

We note that while the network size (N ) effect over the
block propagation time (t50th ) is logarithmic, the block size’s
(B) effect is linear. For example, increasing the system’s TPS
by a factor of 10 by increasing the block size to B = 10 MB
would increase the time required for the median node to
transmit a block to a single peer by the same factor, to
thop = 10 MB

56 Mbps = 1.43 seconds. This, in turn, would increase
the block propagation time to the majority of the network by
the same factor to t50th = 13thop = 18.6 seconds. The linear
effect of block size (B) on block propagation time (t50th ) was
also empirically found in previous studies [4], [5], when block
size (B) exceeds 20 KB.

C. Block Size and Inter-Block Time Interval

The positive and negative effects of increasing block size
(B), i.e., increased system throughput, reduced blockchain
security, and node exclusion, are symmetric to the effects of
reducing the average time required to mine a new block (tB)
by the same factor. For example, doubling the block size (B)
would increase the system throughout by a factor of 2, and the
same is achieved by halving the inter-block time interval (tB).
Similarly, doubling the block size will approximately double
the block propagation time (t90th ), which in turn will double
the probability of forks

P (fork) = 1− e
−t

90th
tB

while halving the inter-block time interval (tB) will have
the same effect. Lastly, to include 90% of the nodes in the
network, the block propagation time at the 90th percentile
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must be smaller than the inter-block time interval (t90th < tB).
Doubling the block size (B) would increase block propagation
time (t90th ) by a similar factor, which will have the same node
exclusion effect as halving tB .
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